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Emote™ transforms the private ofﬁce into the creative ofﬁce, one with a fresh look
and the freedom to function in multiple ways. Emote is a collection of distinct
furniture elements, bringing an expressive quality to the workspace through a
palette of paint colors applied to wood. Lighter in scale, this simple yet versatile
offering − well-suited to smaller spaces − enables today’s agile worker to move with
ease from focused tasks to brainstorming, and transition comfortably from seated
to standing postures.
Emote is available in a range of unique ﬁnishes that span the spectrum from cool,
quiet neutrals to rich, warm tones. The palette surprises and inspires through colored
woods while maintaining the natural, tactile appeal of the wood grain. Emote’s
color palette allows creative expressions of mood and tone, applied to reﬂect the user
personality and company culture.

Emote components offer a new take on
traditional private ofﬁce furniture. Small in
scale, the Work Cabinet features a pull-out
worksurface, offering a unique alternative to
a height-adjustable table while encouraging

individuals to move within the space and
change posture. The collection is simple,
easy to understand and puts the user in
control of their space.

01 tables

02 work cabinets

03 thought boards

04–06 chroma woods

07 organizers

08 wall shelf

Tables are available with a heightadjustable base or with solid wood legs,
and feature four edge style options.

The Work Cabinet features a pull-out
worksurface and integrated power,
allowing a laptop to be plugged in while
working comfortably in a standing
position.

Thought Boards that are both
functional and artistically expressive
are offered in fabric, magnetic
back-painted glass and magnetic
wood ﬁnishes.

Chroma Woods, exclusive to Emote,
consist of 14 bold and neutral paint
colors applied to open pore wood veneer,
maintaining the tactical experience of
wood through it’s natural grain texture.

Tray Organizers feature a natural cork
liner and can be placed on cabinets or
tables to store accessories and personal
items. A Power Tray is also available.

A thin, metal Wall Shelf can be
paired with any of the Thought
Board options to display objects
or rest work tools.

01 door handle

02 cabinets

03 drawer handle

04 desktop shelf

05 triple tower

Hinged doors feature double handles
with a front-recess design detail.

A wide collection of cabinet styles
and conﬁgurations are offered on an
elevated metal base. Finishes are applied
to four surface areas to achieve the
desired aesthetic.

Storage drawers feature long sleek
handles and a soft-close.

Accessories such as the Desktop Shelf
can be positioned on a desk or cabinet to
easily access and organize work tools.

Available in varied conﬁgurations, the
Triple Tower brings a residential feel to
the private ofﬁce.
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